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Baseline Assessment for Security Enhancement [BASE]

Overview

T

his report presents the average Security Action Item (SAI)

A BASE Assessment is a free, voluntary risk-based

passing scores for the Highway Motorcoach Transporta-

tion Systems Sector between 2017 and 2019 from the Trans-

program that evaluates the security posture of

portation Security Administration (TSA) Baseline Assessment
for Security Enhancement (BASE) .

transportation systems. The BASE Assessment is

BASE is a free, voluntary risk-based program that evaluates the

comprised of 20 SAIs that gauge how prepared an

security posture of transportation systems. A BASE is com-

organization is for a security incident.

prised of 20 SAIs that gauge how prepared an organization is
for a security incident.

through interviews and documents, determining the oper-

The analysis focuses on the overall average percentage passing

ator’s score for each SAI. The aggregated data was compiled

rates of assessments conducted between 2017 and 2019. The

during assessments between 2017 and 2019 and is presented

data is compiled from 33 motorcoach operators assessed in

here.

FY2017, 18 assessed in FY2018, and 23 assessed in FY2019.

For each sub element, the organization can score between 0

Methodology

and 4 points, with each numerical value representing a percentage (i.e., 4 points = 100%; 3 points = 75%; 2 points = 50%;

A BASE is comprised of 20 SAIs, each containing two or more

1 point = 25%; and 0 points = 0%). The average combined score

sub elements. A BASE a Transportation Security Inspector
(TSI) evaluates each transportation operator’s security posture

of the sub elements is the score that is given for that SAI.

Motorcoach Operators who
had BASE Assessments
performed between 2017 and
2019 generally had strong
adherence to many of the SAIs
and improved their scores (1);
some had weak adherence
to several SAIs, but improved
their scores (2); one area, “SAI
#7: Are you Aware of Industry
Security Best Practices?,” had
strong adherence but declining
scores (3); and finally, “SAI #20:
Do you Pre-plan Emergency
Travel Routes?,” had both weak
adherence and declining scores.
Those SAIs not depicted in this
chart did not have significant
changes in their scores during
the time period measured.
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Participants need to have a combined score of 70% or higher

a rich repository of best practices and lessons learned from

to pass the SAI.

transportation operators across all modes.

How to Use This Report

Summary of Results

This report helps operators identify security strengths and

Overall, the data shows improved scores between 2017 and

weaknesses and measure themselves against industry trends.

2019. SAI #6 “Do you Safeguard Business and Security Critical
Information?” had the greatest increase in score with 23%

Each page begins with the overall SAI question, followed by

more participants passing the SAI than in 2017. SAI #19,

“About the SAI,” describing the various best practices that
comprise the SAI. “Implementation of Best Practices” follows,
with a chart depicting the passing rates for assessments completed between 2017 and 2019 and a brief analysis of the data

“Do you Ensure Chain of Custody and Shipment or Service
Verification?,” had the greatest decrease in score with 30% less
participants passing that SAI than in 2017.

collected.

Register for EXIS to gain access to a rich repository
of security best practices and lessons learned to assist

Finally, “Best Practices and Lessons Learned,” is derived

with security planning, as well as articles, videos, and other

from the Intermodal Security Training and Exercise Program

resources to help stay abreast of the latest in transportation

(I-STEP) Exercise Information System (EXIS), a free online

security: https://exis.tsa.dhs.gov/default.aspx.

collaborative exercise tool that guides government and in-

Request a BASE by emailing highwaysecurity@tsa.dhs.gov with

dustry users through the exercise design process. It contains

the reference code “EXIS” in the subject line to request a BASE for
your organization.
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #1: Do you have a Designated Security Coordinator?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY
HAVE A DESIGNATED SECURITY COORDINATOR

This measure is comprised of three best practices:
100.00 %

1 Designate a Security Coordinator. It is beneficial

90.00 %

to have a dedicated security coordinator. A security

80.00 %

coordinator/director is a qualified person whom
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

the operator designates to be responsible for overall
transportation security. It is recommended that the
security coordinator be a citizen of the U.S. and have

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

law enforcement, private security, or appropriate

20.00 %

military background; or adequate on-the-job experience.

10.00 %

Recognized supplemental certifications in security,

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

beneficial.

recommended that an operator designates an alternate
security coordinator who fills this role in the primary
security coordinator’s absence.

3 Develop Policy Guidance. Operators benefit

from having policy guidance showing that specific,
transportation security-related duties of the security
director are documented, to include implementing
security actions under the security plan, coordinating

49%

45%

0.00 %

safety, or environmental programs are considered

2 Designate an Alternate Security Coordinator. It is

33%

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants find that having a security coordinator provides a critical point of contact in case of a security incident.
Additionally, not having a designated back-up point of contact
when the security coordinator is unavailable can make it difficult to determine roles and responsibilities during a security
incident. Operators can respond better to security incidents
when there is a predefined emergency team.

security improvements, and receiving communications
from appropriate federal officials.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 12% increase in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years have a designated security
coordinator, an alternate security coordinator, and policy
guidance regarding the duties of the positions.
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #2: Have you Conducted a Thorough Vulnerability
Assessment?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY HAVE
CONDUCTED A THOROUGH VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

This measure is comprised of three best practices:
100.00 %

1 Identify Assets. It is recommended that operators

90.00 %

identify critical assets that may be of interest to

80.00 %

terrorists and that those assets are considered in the
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

development of security practices.

2 Document Vulnerability Assessments. Another

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %

45%

30.00 %

best practice is that operators conduct a site-specific,

20.00 %

security vulnerability assessment that includes threat

57%

10.00 %

and consequence components, and identifies any known

48%

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

risks. It is important to have a current assessment, or at
least an annual assessment review.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

3 Support Security Efforts. It is important that an

operator’s management is generally supportive of efforts
to improve security, and that management implements

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

corrective actions or provides funding for security
enhancements.

EXIS participants find that having a vulnerability assessment
program helps them accurately prioritize critical transportation assets, further helping them implement informed

Implementation of Best Practices

risk-based security measures that protect, prevent, deter, and

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

mitigate the risk. Not conducting vulnerability assessments

shows a 3% increase in participants who had a passing score

can lead to untimely and inefficient response and recovery

of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more

activities.

participants today than in prior years have identified critical
assets, conducted a documented vulnerability assessment, and
believe that management is generally supportive of efforts to
improve security.
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #3: Do you have a Security Plan? (Security-Specific
Protocols)
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY
HAVE A SECURITY PLAN

This measure is comprised of nine best practices:
100.00 %

1 Write a Security Plan. Operators can benefit from

90.00 %

having a written, site-specific security plan that

80.00 %

addresses transportation security elements including
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

management procedures, personnel security, facility
security, and vehicle security, along with actions to be
taken in the event of a security incident or breach.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %
20.00 %

2 Limit Access to Security Plan. It is recommended

10.00 %

that security measures are compartmentalized and made

34%

51%

45%

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

known only to employees with a valid need to know.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

3 Require Nondisclosure Agreements (NDA). It is

important that employees who have access to security
information are required to sign a security-specific NDA

9 Give Guidelines for 24/7 Notifications. Operators

designed to keep confidential information, confidential.

can better respond to threats by having guidelines that
require employees to notify local law enforcement and

4 Review and Approve Policies at the Executive

the organization’s security coordinator when there is a

Level. It is recommended that executive officials

security incident or breach.

approve and sign all security procedures.

5 Write Procedures for all Personnel. Operators can

Implementation of Best Practices

benefit from having written procedures in place setting

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

forth the expectations, responsibilities, or limitations

shows a 12% increase in participants who had a passing score

for all personnel in the event of a security incident or

of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more par-

breach.

ticipants today than in prior years have an annually updated,

6 Address Active Shooter Events. Operators can

written, limited-access security plan approved at the executive
level that contains personnel procedures, addresses active

benefit from having well-developed, written procedures

shooter events, and provides employees with current contact

that specifically address active shooter events.

lists, and includes guidelines for 24/7 notifications.

7 Review Policies Annually. It is important that

operators review their written security procedures at
least annually, and update procedures as needed.

8 Provide Employees with Current Contact Lists.
Security procedures are enhanced when employees

are provided with up-to-date contact lists that include
security personnel, and that “call-tree” procedures are

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that having comprehensive security
plans helps to ensure protection against threats by formalizing roles, responsibilities, and processes to prepare personnel
for a security incident. Having the proper contingency plans
based on different unexpected scenarios improves execution,
awareness, and overall community safety.

tested periodically.
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #4: Do you have a Plan for Emergency Response and
Continuity of Operations?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY HAVE A PLAN FOR
EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS

This measure is comprised of two best practices:
100.00 %

1 Detail Response and Restoration Procedures.

90.00 %
80.00 %

comprehensive plan that addresses the appropriate

70.00 %

AVG % Passing

A Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) is a

response and recovery of business operations in the
event of a significant operational disruption. It works
best when it identifies essential business functions,

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

operational functions, and key facilities. It is also

20.00 %

beneficial to ensure the COOP details effective policies,

10.00 %

procedures, and roles to mitigate operational disruption

40%

58%
45%

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

and that it contains steps to return the agency to a
“normal” operational status in a timely manner.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

2 Confirm Auxiliary Power Source. Operators are

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

better able to continue operations in the event of a
security incident when they have confirmed immediate

Participants found that having an Emergency Response Plan

availability of an auxiliary power source, or if they have

or a COOP helped them continue operations from a second-

identified a secondary site from which they can operate

ary location in the event of a security incident or emergency.

effectively. It is beneficial for operators to conduct

Without a COOP it is difficult to ensure continued communi-

periodic drills or exercises to test procedures for this

cations with partners, local law enforcement, and employees.

scenario.

Having a COOP can also help transportation operators return
to normal operations more quickly.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
showed a 5% increase in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years have a COOP and an auxiliary
power source or identified secondary site.
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #5: Do you have a Communications Plan?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY HAVE
A COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

This measure is comprised of two best practices:
100.00 %

1 Communicate with Drivers Under Normal

90.00 %

Conditions. It is recommended that operators have

80.00 %

documented methods in place to communicate with
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

drivers under normal conditions. Operators benefit
from having radio, cell phone, or public address
equipment available to communicate with drivers or

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

passengers during normal conditions.

48%

20.00 %

57%

59%

10.00 %

2 Document Emergency Communications
Procedures. It is further recommended that operators

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

have documented alternative emergency procedures

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

for drivers on the road to follow when normal
communications with dispatch/management are

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

disrupted.

EXIS participants found that comprehensive communications

Implementation of Best Practices

plans can ensure that threat information is delivered to em-

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

ployees. Establishing back-up communications systems allows

shows a 12% increase in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years can communicate with drivers
under normal conditions, and that they have emergency procedures in place when normal communications are disrupted.

alternate communications when one method fails or becomes
unavailable. Without a communications plan there can be difficulties in internal communications as well as in transmitting
information to outside agencies, such as law enforcement, to
deter further action by the threat agents in a timely fashion.

|7|
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #6: Do you Safeguard Business and Security Critical
Information?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY SAFEGUARD
BUSINESS AND SECURITY CRITICAL INFORMATION

This measure is comprised of three best practices:

1 Control Business Documents. Operators can prevent

100.00 %
90.00 %

a security incident by controlling and minimizing

80.00 %

internal and external access to sensitive business
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

information through a written policy addressing
Operational Security (OPSEC).

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

2 Minimize Access to Personnel Information. It is

65%

86%

88%

20.00 %

recommended that operators have a written policy to

10.00 %

control and minimize internal and external access to

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

personnel information, for example by keeping files or
offices locked.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

3 Maintain and Safeguard Critical Assets. Another

best practice is for operators to have adequate inventory
control processes that ensure accountability for all atrisk assets that may be of specific interest to criminals or
terrorists. It is important that operators have a specific,

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that they can better safeguard business and security critical information when they collaborate
with regional stakeholders to develop an area-wide prioritized

descriptive list of identified critical assets along with
knowledge of the assets’ general locations. It is beneficial
to periodically inventory critical assets and to provide

list of critical assets to secure during a period of heightened
alert. The list can include location of assets and can assist in
determining the implications of a security threat or incident.

employees with training or briefing on critical asset

The list helps determine the appropriate resources to protect,

protection.

secure, and assist with lifesaving activities. Controlling in-

Implementation of Best Practices

ventory, along with its locations, is essential to ensure proper
response and it reduces the time needed to restore service

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

following a threat or incident.

shows a 23% increase in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years control their business documents and personnel information, and that they maintain and
safeguard their critical assets.
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #7: Are you Aware of Industry Security Best Practices?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY ARE AWARE
OF INDUSTRY SECURITY BEST PRACTICES

This measure is comprised of two best practices:
100.00 %

1 Seek Guidance from Industry Groups. Operators

90.00 %

benefit from having security or administrative personnel

80.00 %

who are members of one or more industry groups that
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

share resources or security-related guidance.

2 Implement “Best Practices” from External

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %

75%

30.00 %

Sources. Another best practice is for operators to use

79%
59%

20.00 %

or provide best practices to or from industry peers or

10.00 %

partners.

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

Implementation of Best Practices

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 16% decrease in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that fewer participants today than in prior years gain guidance on security best
practices from industry groups or trade associations and seek
out best practices from industry peers or partners.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that being aware of industry security
best practices helps them learn recommended emergency
procedures and develop better risk mitigation strategies.
Learning best practices through involvement in industry trade
associations, working groups, and task forces helps transportation operators develop relationships with local transportation
security partners, which can help ensure successful communication and coordination during a security incident.

|9|
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #8: Do you Conduct Licensing and Background Checks
for Drivers, Employees, and Contractors?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY CONDUCT LICENSING &
BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR DRIVERS / EMPLOYEES / CONTRACTORS

This measure is comprised of seven best practices:
100.00 %

1 Verify Licenses. A best practice is for operators to

90.00 %

perform a Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) inquiry

80.00 %

upon hire and to periodically recheck to ensure that
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

persons operating motorcoaches have a valid driver’s
license for the type of vehicle driven, along with any
applicable endorsements.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %

20.00 %

2 Conduct Driver Background Investigations.

66%

54%

30.00 %

62%

10.00 %

Operators can benefit from requiring a criminal or

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

TSA recognized background check for personnel
operating entity vehicles including a fingerprint-based

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

FBI background check, Commercial Driver’s License
with Hazardous Materials Endorsement (CDL-HME),
or Transportation Worker’s Identification Credential

7 Require Background Checks for Contract

(TWIC).

Employees. It is important that contractor and
organization requirements for licensing and background

3 Conduct Non-Driver Background Investigations.

checks are identical.

It is important that operators require criminal or TSA

recognized background checks on non-driver employees
who have access to security-related information or

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

restricted areas including a fingerprint-based FBI

shows an 8% increase in participants who had a passing

background check, CDL-HME, or TWIC.

score of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more

4 Check Credentials. It is beneficial for operators to ask

all applicants if they have been denied a TWIC or a CDLHME during their application process.

security criteria that would disqualify current or

participants today than in prior years conduct licensing and
background checks for their drivers, employees, and contractors, including recurring background checks, and that they
have written security criteria policies for criminal allegations.

5 Document Security-Related Employment Criteria.
Another best practice is for operators to have written

Implementation of Best Practices

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that failing to do licensing and

prospective personnel from employment including

background checks can create internal security vulnerabili-

criminal history, creditworthiness, and legal issues.

ties. Furthermore, participants agreed that it is important to

6 Write Policies for Criminal Allegations. Operators
can benefit from having a written policy to review and
evaluate any new criminal activity information for
current employees that may come to light.

conduct these checks beyond initial employment to remain
aware of potential behavioral changes among their employees
and drivers, and to protect against a potential internal security
threat.

| 10 |
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» MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

SAI #9: Do you have a Security Training Plan?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY HAVE
A SECURITY TRAINING PLAN

This measure is comprised of seven best practices:
100.00 %

1 Provide General Security Awareness Training. It

90.00 %
80.00 %

awareness training for all employees.

70.00 %

2 Conduct Additional Security Training. Operators can
benefit from conducting more in-depth security training
to familiarize certain employees with their specific

AVG % Passing

is important for operators to provide general security

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %
20.00 %

responsibilities in the event of a security incident as

43%

56%
41%

10.00 %

outlined in the operator’s security plan.

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

3 Re-train Periodically. Another best practice is

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

providing security retraining at least every three years.

4 Offer Specific and Appropriate Training. Operators
have found it beneficial to offer transportation mode

provide to all employees, additional security training for those
in security-related positions, active shooter training, and that

specific security training.

they implement identical training for employees and contractors.

5 Provide Active Shooter Training. It is important
that operators provide active shooter training to all

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

employees.

EXIS participants found that a diverse training curriculum

6 Require Comparable Employee and Contractor

equips employees with the skills and confidence to quickly

Training. Another best practice is to have identical

identify and mitigate a variety of security risks and fosters

training requirements for both company and contracted

accountability across the workforce. Furthermore, participants

employees.

agreed that teaching security and emergency management

7 Document Security Training. It is important for
operators to document and retain records of their

terminology and principles enhance employees’ ability to
coordinate with local emergency response partners during
incident response.

employees’ security training.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 3% decrease in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that fewer participants today than in prior years have documented security training including security awareness training that they
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SAI #10: Do you Participate in Security Exercises and Drills?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY PARTICIPATE
IN SECURITY EXERCISES AND DRILLS

This measure is comprised of five best practices:

1

100.00 %

Meet with Outside Agencies for Security Support and

90.00 %

Issues. It is recommended that operators regularly meet

80.00 %

with outside agencies such as law enforcement and
first responders regarding security issues, exercises, and
drills.

AVG % Passing

70.00 %
60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

2 Conduct Security Exercises. Another best practice

20.00 %

is for operators to participate in some type of security

10.00 %

exercise or drill involving transportation security every

21%
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

year.

enforcement or first responders when developing active
shooter plans.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

31%
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

3 Consult Outside Agencies for Active Shooter Plans
and Drills. It is beneficial for operators to consult law

37%

0.00 %

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

Participants found that engaging in security exercises and
drills is useful for developing and discussing plans and pro-

4 Conduct Active Shooter Exercises. Operators can

benefit by focusing on active shooter drills and exercises
at least annually.

cedures, as well as rehearsing real-world implementation of
those plans and procedures. Testing responses to real-world
situations exposes vulnerabilities that can be mitigated to

5 Ensure there are National Incident Management

enhance activities during all stages of a security event. Par-

System (NIMS) or Incident Command System
(ICS) Trained Personnel. It is important for operators
to have security personnel who are trained in NIMS or

ticipating in exercises helps to strengthen relationships and
partnerships between operators, law enforcement, and first
responders.

ICS.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 10% increase in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years meet with outside agencies
for security support and issues, consult outside agencies when
developing their active shooter plans and drills, conduct security exercises, and that they have personnel who are trained in
NIMS or ICS.
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SAI #11: Do you Maintain Facility Access Control?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY
MAINTAIN FACILITY ACCESS CONTROL

This measure is comprised of nine best practices:

1 Restrict Access and Control Points of Entry. It is

100.00 %

2 Secure Access Points. It is beneficial for operators

to ensure that all doors, windows, skylights and roof
openings are inoperable or secured with adequate
locking mechanisms, and other entry points, terminals,
or work areas are secure at all facilities .

90.00 %
80.00 %
70.00 %

AVG % Passing

important to control all employee entrances and exits.
It is recommended that operators restrict entry to all
buildings, terminals, or work areas for non-employees at
all facilities.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

48%

20.00 %

61%

10.00 %
0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

3 Restrict Employee Access. Another best practice is

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

to clearly identify secure areas and to restrict access to
these secure areas to certain employees based on job
function.

4 Issue Identification Badges. It is recommended that
operators issue photo ID badges to all employees.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 13% increase in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more

5 Require Identification Badges. It is recommended

participants today than in prior years maintain facility access

that operators require all employees to display or
carry their ID badge while on duty and ID verification
methods are in place.

control by restricting access, issuing and requiring identification badges, having written challenge procedures, recording

6 Write Challenge Procedures. Operators can improve
their security posture by having a written policy in
place that requires employees to safely report unknown
persons or those without proper identification.

7 Implement Advanced Physical Control Locking

Measures. It is beneficial for operators to require and
use personal identification access control systems such
as biometric, key card, or PIN, and to deactivate access
upon employee separation.

8 Record Entrance and Exit Data. It is important for

67%

entrance and exit data, and requiring visitor control protocols.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that employee badges help maintain
facility access control. The transportation operator can completely deactivate badges or restrict access, which strengthens
the ability to protect operators against a potential threat, such
as an attacker attempting to gain access via a stolen or lost
employee badge. It is important that those managing facility access know physical access control procedures for their
operators and consistently follow them to prevent a security

operators to record and review entrance and exit data for
persons accessing restricted areas.

incident.

9 Require Visitor Control Protocols for Non-

Employees. Another best practice is that operators
require documented control protocols for visitors or
guests.

| 13 |
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SAI #12: Do you Implement Strong Physical Security at All
Locations?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY IMPLEMENT
STRONG PHYSICAL SECURITY AT ALL LOCATIONS

This measure is comprised of 13 best practices:

1 Use Perimeter Physical Security Barriers. It is

100.00 %

2 Maintain Functional Physical Barriers. Operators

can protect from security threats by ensuring that
physical barriers are functional, maintained, and used in
a way that restricts vehicle or pedestrian access.

3 Use Burglary Alarm. It is recommended that operators

90.00 %
80.00 %
70.00 %

AVG % Passing

important to always use perimeter physical barriers such
as fences, gates, walls, planters, and bollards to restrict
unauthorized vehicle and pedestrian access.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %
20.00 %

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

13 Perform Random Security Checks. It is important

6 Ensure Adequate Security Lighting. Operators can

that operators use random security measures, such as
spot inspections, “red alerts”, or other unpredictable
security measures.

improve physical security by implementing adequate
security lighting.

7 Implement Key Control Procedures. It is important

that operators have a key control program that includes
accounting for all keys and regularly inventorying them.

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that fewer partic-

practice is having onsite dedicated security guards who
are effectively deployed and equipped with firearms.

ipants today than in prior years implement strong physical
security at all locations through functional barriers, alarm

recommended that operators have a secure location for
employee parking.

parking, stopping, or standing in areas within or
adjacent to all facilities.

Implementation of Best Practices

shows a 1% decrease in participants who had a passing score of

8 Deploy Onsite Security Personnel. Another best

11 Restrict Parking. It is beneficial to restrict vehicle

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

is controlling vegetation growth to ensure sight lines
to vehicles, pedestrians, or restricted areas remain
unobstructed.

CCTV cameras are used at all locations, and always
monitored or recorded .

using clearly visible and easily understood signs to
identify restricted areas.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

5 Monitor CCTV Cameras. It is recommended that

10 Use Clearly Visible Signs. Operators benefit from

53%

12 Control Vegetation Growth. Another best practice

A best practice is having CCTV with adequate coverage
maintained at all locations .

9 Provide Secure Employee Parking. It is

62%

10.00 %

have an intrusion detection system that covers all
windows, doors, and interior areas, and that the tamper
resistant system is always monitored when armed.

4 Use Closed Circuit Television Cameras (CCTV).

53%

systems, CCTV monitoring, lighting, key control procedures,
on-site security personnel, secure employee parking, clearly
visible signs, controlled vegetation growth, restricted vehicle
stopping, and random security checks.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that having physical security measures such as access cards, surveillance cameras, gates, fences,
and controlled entry points raises security awareness and
improves coordination and response to a security incident.
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SAI #13: Do you Enhance your Internal and External Cyber
Security?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY ENHANCE THEIR
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CYBERSECURITY

This measure is comprised of six best practices:
100.00 %

1 Require Password. It is beneficial for operators

90.00 %

to require an employee logon and periodically reset

80.00 %

password that grants limited entity data access
consistent with job function.

2 Use Firewalls. It is important that operators use an IT
firewall to prevent improper IT system access company
from both internal and external threats to entity

AVG % Passing

70.00 %
60.00 %
50.00 %

71%

40.00 %
30.00 %

75%

20.00 %

65%

10.00 %

information.

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

3 Implement IT Security Guidelines. Operators benefit

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

from having written and fully implemented security
guidelines that include restrictions on downloading

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

files, visiting certain restricted websites, and using
unauthorized flash drives.

EXIS participants found that enhancing their cyber security

4 Designate IT Security Officer. Another best practice

is having someone trained in IT security designated and
documented as the IT security coordinator.

programs reinforces employees’ critical role in protecting
industry assets from potential harm. Cybersecurity awareness
programs can help protect against spear phishing and spam
threats.

5 Test for Vulnerabilities. It is important that a

qualified individual conduct IT vulnerability testing on a
regular basis.

6 Back up Data. Operators can improve their security
posture by providing off-site data backup for all
locations .

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 6% decrease in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that fewer participants today than in prior years require passwords, use firewalls, have written IT Security guidelines, have an IT security
coordinator, and provide off-site backup for data.
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SAI #14: Do you have a Robust Vehicle Security Program?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY HAVE
A ROBUST VEHICLE SECURITY PROGRAM

This measure is comprised of 10 best practices:

1 Lock Vehicles. It is important that operators equip

100.00 %
90.00 %

vehicles with adequate door/window locks and require
their use in unattended vehicles.

80.00 %

Operators benefit from furnishing all their vehicles with
some type of supplemental securing equipment such as
steering wheel locks, theft alarms, or “kill switches”.

3 Implement Key Control Program. It is a good idea for
operators to have an active vehicle key control program
or to require a unique PIN code for keyless vehicles. It is
important to account for all keys or key codes.

AVG % Passing

70.00 %

2 Provide Supplemental Securing Equipment.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

81%

62%

63%

20.00 %
10.00 %
0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

4 Use Technology to Start Vehicle. Another best

practice is for operators to require that all vehicles have
some type of key card, PIN, or biometric reader to enter
or start the vehicle.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

5 Equip Vehicles with Panic Button. Vehicle security

shows a 1% increase in participants who had a passing score of

can be improved by ensuring all vehicles have panic
buttons or that drivers carry keychain push button
initiators.

70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years have a robust vehicle security
program including vehicle locks, supplemental securing

6 Use Distress Signals. It is important that operators

use unique distress codes or signals to alert dispatch,
police, or other employees in the event of an emergency;
that codes are changed as necessary; and that everyone
using the distress codes is trained in their use.

7 Record using Video Camera. Operators can improve
their security posture by ensuring that all vehicles have

equipment, key control programs, vehicle start technology,
distress signals, a recording video camera, land-based tracking
systems, and that they prohibit unauthorized passengers and
unsecured overnight parking.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that having a robust vehicle security

on-board video cameras.

8 Equip Vehicles with Land-based Tracking System.
It is beneficial for all vehicles to be equipped with GPS
or a land-based tracking system.

program ensures that all stakeholders have a clear understanding of emergency procedures and can implement them.
GPS technology allows for accountability of vehicles before,
during, and after a security event. Simple distress codes can

9 Prohibit Unauthorized Passengers. Operators

alert the proper authorities, allowing them to respond to and

benefit from prohibiting unauthorized passengers in
company vehicles.

mitigate a security threat.

10 Prohibit Unsecured Overnight Parking. Another

best practice is prohibiting the overnight, unsecured
parking of company vehicles at off-site locations such as
residences, shopping centers, or parking lots.
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SAI #15: Do you have a Solid Cargo or Passenger Security
Program?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY HAVE
A SOLID CARGO/PASSENGER SECURITY PROGRAM

This measure is comprised of three best practices:

1 Require Locks. It is important that all vehicles require

100.00 %
90.00 %

the use of locks on cargo, or storage doors, or other

80.00 %

openings.
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

2 Equip Vehicles with Security Barrier. Another best
practice is for operators to equip all vehicles with a

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

barrier between drivers and passengers.

20.00 %
10.00 %

3 Use Screening System. Operators can benefit from

44%

58%

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

regularly using some type of cargo, baggage, or passenger
screening.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

Implementation of Best Practices

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 23% increase in participants who had a passing
score of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more
participants today than in prior years require locks on all
vehicles and cargo, have a security barrier between the driver
and passengers, and use a screening system for their cargo and
passengers.

35%

EXIS participants found that having a solid cargo or passenger
security program allows operators to maintain vehicle access
control through verification of passengers or cargo. It gives
them the ability to identify suspicious passengers or cargo in
screening. It provides a reliable mechanism for documenting
who or what is on a vehicle at a given time so that operators
can prevent and protect against security incidents.
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SAI #16: Do you Plan for High Alert Level Contingencies?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY PLAN FOR
HIGH ALERT LEVEL CONTINGENCIES

This measure is comprised of five best practices:
100.00 %

1 Deploy Additional Security Measures During

90.00 %

Heightened Security Alert Status. It is important for

80.00 %

operators to have a written security plan or procedures
that take effect in the event of an elevated security alert
status from the DHS National Terrorism Alert System
(NTAS) or other government source.

AVG % Passing

70.00 %
60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %
20.00 %

2 Monitor News for Security Threat Information.

44%

66%

56%

10.00 %

It is beneficial for operators to monitor TV news,

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

newspapers, homeland security websites, or other media
sources daily for security threat information.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

3 Distribute Relevant Threat Information. Another

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

best practice is for operators to distribute relevant or
evolving threat information to affected personnel.

EXIS participants found that planning for high alert contingencies by aligning plans to security threat levels ensures

4 Access Unclassified Intelligence Based Internet

proper resources are identified, available, and adequate to

site. Operators can improve their security posture by

sustain operations prior to and following an incident affecting

granting personnel access to the Homeland Security
Information Network (HSIN), Cybercop , InfraGard, or
other networks.

critical transportation infrastructure. It helps transportation
operators pro-actively manage and mitigate potential threats
by giving them the ability to alert employees to increases

5 Check NTAS. Operators can benefit from having

in security and safety protocols during heightened alerts. If

designated personnel regularly access and review the

transportation operators do not plan for high alert contingen-

DHS NTAS website.

cies, then it can be difficult to take quick action to safeguard
against a perceived threat to personnel or facilities.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 12% increase in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years plan for high alert contingencies by deploying additional security measures during high
alerts, monitoring the news for threat information, distributing relevant threat information, accessing unclassified intelligence websites, and check the NTAS website.
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SAI #17: Do you Conduct Regular Security Inspections?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY CONDUCT
REGULAR SECURITY INSPECTIONS

This measure is comprised of four best practices:
100.00 %

1 Conduct Pre-Trip Vehicle Security Inspections.

90.00 %

It is important for operators to have written, fully

80.00 %

implemented pre-trip vehicle security inspections

AVG % Passing

70.00 %

in addition to any pre-trip safety inspection and that
security inspections are documented such as through a
checklist.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %
20.00 %

2 Conduct Post-Trip Vehicle Security Inspection.

10.00 %

In addition to any DOT safety requirements, it

46%

36%

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

is important for operators to have written, fully
implemented post-trip vehicle security inspections

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

37%
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

and that security inspections are documented such as
through a checklist.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

3 Perform Additional Vehicle Security Inspections.

EXIS participants found benefits to conducting regular secu-

Operators can improve their security posture by

requiring additional security inspections every time the
vehicle is left unattended, when the driver changes, or it
is deemed appropriate.

rity inspections, including pre-trip and post-trip inspections.
Furthermore, they found that failing to inspect vehicles each
time they are left unattended can expose passengers and drivers to unnecessary dangers.

4 Require Passenger Count Upon Exit and Re-Entry.
Another best practice is for operators to have a fully
implemented, written policy which requires ticket
reverification any time passengers can exit and re-enter
the bus.

Implementation of Best Practices

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019
shows a 1% increase in participants who had a passing score of
70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more participants today than in prior years conduct pre-trip and post-trip
vehicle security inspections, additional vehicle security inspections, and require ticket reverification upon exit or entry
from the bus.
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SAI #18: Do you have Procedures for Reporting Suspicious
Activities?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY HAVE
PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITIES

This measure is comprised of five best practices:
100.00 %

1 Participate in Domain Awareness, Suspicious

90.00 %

Activity Reporting, or Counterterrorism Training.

80.00 %

It is important that all employees receive domain

AVG % Passing

70.00 %

awareness, suspicious activity reporting (SAR), or
counterterrorism training, as well as retraining every
three years.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

49%

20.00 %

2 Implement Policies for Reporting Suspicious

67%

59%

10.00 %

Activities. Operators can benefit from fully

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

implemented written policies requiring employees
to report suspicious activities to management or law

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

enforcement.

3 Implement Notification Procedures for all

Implementation of Best Practices

Personnel. Another best practice is that operators

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

implement written policies for notification procedures

shows an 18% increase in participants who had a passing score

of who to call and when to call them, which all

of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that more par-

personnel should follow upon observing suspicious

ticipants today than in prior years have sufficient procedures

activity.

for reporting suspicious activities including participating in

4 Require Written Report. Another best practice is that
operators have fully implemented written policies that

require a police or internal company report be filed for
suspicious activities.

5 Implement Policies for Internal Suspicious

Activities. It is beneficial for operators to have fully
implemented written policies for reporting internal
suspicious activities.

domain awareness, SAR, or counterterrorism training; implement policies for reporting suspicious activities and notification procedures for all personnel; require a written report;
and implement their policies for reporting internal suspicious
activities.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that having procedures for reporting suspicious activities allows for quick reporting and quick
response, including notifying other operators in the area, and
other transportation operators. Participants found that procedures for reporting suspicious activities can prevent, protect,
or mitigate a potential security incident by increasing security
awareness, which improves overall security and helps prevent
potential threats.
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SAI #19: Do you Ensure Chain of Custody and Shipment/
Service Verification?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY ENSURE CHAIN OF
CUSTODY & SHIPMENT / SERVICE VERIFICATION

This measure is comprised of two best practices:

1 Confirm Arrival. It is important that operators require

100.00 %
90.00 %

confirmation upon their vehicles’ arrival at their

80.00 %

final destination, either through telephone, radio, or
AVG % Passing

70.00 %

automated response.

2 Prohibit Alternate Drivers without Authorization.

60.00 %
50.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %

Operators can benefit from requiring shipment

60%

66%

20.00 %

confirmation or arrival of passengers at final destination.

10.00 %

30%

0.00 %

Implementation of Best Practices

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

shows a 30% decrease in participants who had a passing score
of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that fewer participants today than in prior years sufficiently ensure chain of
custody and shipment and provide service verification.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

EXIS participants found that adequately monitoring expected and actual arrivals can lower their security risks. Risk can
further be lowered by reducing the number of variables used
to predict the safe and timely arrival of vehicles.
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SAI #20: Do you Pre-plan Emergency Travel Routes?
About the SAI

% OF RESPONDENTS IDENTIFYING THEY
PREPLAN EMERGENCY TRAVEL ROUTES

This measure is comprised of two best practices:
100.00 %

1 Prohibit Unauthorized Routes. Operators can

90.00 %
80.00 %

prohibiting drivers from deviating from the established

70.00 %

route and stopping at unauthorized locations or making
unauthorized pickups.

AVG % Passing

benefit from having fully implemented written policies

60.00 %
50.00 %

72%

40.00 %

2 Identify Alternate Routes. It is important for

20.00 %

operators to identify alternative routes which drivers

45%

10.00 %

can use in the event of a security-related emergency,

0.00 %
Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY17

either in writing or if dispatch can readily provide
alternate routes to drivers.

showed a 26% decrease in participants who had a passing
score of 70% or higher on this SAI, demonstrating that fewer

alternate routes for security-related emergencies.

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY19

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

A sampling of motorcoach operators between 2017 and 2019

unauthorized routes, stops, and pickups, and have identified

Motorcoach (OTRB) Company
FY18

BASE SAI Category Number/Fiscal Year

Implementation of Best Practices

participants today than in prior years prohibit drivers from

81%

30.00 %

EXIS participants found that pre-planning emergency travel
route allows for continuity of operations in the event of a
security threat where regular routes are unavailable, and that
it aids in response and recovery from a transportation security
incident.
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T

T

than 200 surface transportation systems annually. BASE

to design, document, and

aids Highway Motorcoach Operators in elevating

evaluate exercises for all

their security posture by implementing and sustaining

transportation modes. As

baseline security measures

the only tool specifically

SA’s Baseline Assessment for Security Enhance-

SA’s EXIS program is a free online tool that

ment (BASE) is a no-cost, voluntary, risk-based

guides government and industry users through

program that evaluates the security posture of more

applicable to their operating
environments and specific system characteristics.

the exercise planning process and provides resources

MORE ON

BASE

tailored to the transpor-

MORE ON

EXIS

tation industry, EXIS facilitates sharing of critical
lessons learned and best practices with industry.

Benefits of BASE:

Benefits of EXIS:

5 Tailored Assessments. Assessments are tailored

1 Gain access to a rich repository of security best

6 Targeted Improvements.

2 Expedite efficient exercises using EXIS’s guided

to the mode and size of the organization.

practices and lessons learned.

Targeted

reassessments focus on specific security areas,

workflow, which includes comprehensive

providing actionable options for consideration to

objectives and scenarios across all modes of

strengthen an organization’s lowest scoring items.

transportation, to develop discussion-based and
operations-based exercises.

7 Grant Funding. Operators that conduct a

3 Automate your exercise development through

BASE may qualify for grant funding (e.g. FEMA
Preparedness grants) to address high risk security

document and email templates at every stage of

areas.

the exercise process.

8 Additional Programs and Guidance. By

4 Take Advantage of EXIS’s comprehensive help

partnering with TSA, operators receive guidance

section and TSA exercise support.

and no-cost programs to strengthen their

Sign up for your free EXIS account at:

security, including exercises, trainings, and

https://exis.tsa.dhs.gov

further assessments.
Request your free BASE by emailing:
highwaysecurity@tsa.dhs.gov
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